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Introduction

Units and class group. Let us �rst recall some basic de�nitions.An algebraic number �eld K is a �nite extension of rationals Q, analgebraic integer is a root of a monic polynomial over the ring ofintegers Z. Although the ring R of all algebraic integers of the �eldK is a natural generalization of Z it need not be a unique factoriza-tion domain (nor principal ideal domain). On the other hand, everynonzero ideal of R can be uniquely written as a product of primeideals.Any mapping sending an element a of R to the principal idealaR de�nes a homomorphism from the multiplicative semigroup R�into multiplicative semigroup of nonzero ideals I�. Let K� denotethe multiplicative group of the �eld K and If the group of fractionalideals of R. Then If is a free abelian group over prime ideals of Rand we have the following exact sequence:
1! E ! K� ! If ! C`! 1

with E being the group of units of R, and C` is the class group of R.E is �nitely generated (by Dirichlet theorem) and C` is �nite. Thesize of the class group is given by the class number (the order of C`),while the magnitude of E can be measured by the regulator.For the understanding of the arithmetic of R we would like toknow � explicit generators of E� a structure of C` (or at least the class number h = jC`j).
Relations between h and arithmetic of R. Let us now formu-late a few results demonstrating the connection between class numberof K and arithmetic of R:� h = 1 if and only if R is a unique factorization domain� h = 2 i� factorization in R is not unique in general but anytwo factorizations of a given element of R have the samenumber of factors.Even a partial information on h can be valuable: it is well knownthat if a product of two relatively prime rational integers is a squareof a rational integer then each of them has to be a square, up toa sign. And the same holds true for any powers. The reason forthis is that Z is unique factorization domain. Nevertheless for any2



INTRODUCTION 3
positive integer m we have the following generalization to the ring Rof algebraic integers of a general �eld K: h is relatively prime to mif and only if for any two relatively prime integers we have: if theirproduct is the mth power of an integer then each of them is a unitmultiple of the mth power of an integer.
(h;m) = 1()8 a; b 2 R : �(9 c; x; y 2 R : ax+ by = 1 ^ ab = cm)

=) (9 e 2 E 9 d 2 R : a = edm)�
Now, we will consider abelian �elds, i.e. �nite Galois extensions of
Q with abelian Galois group. There is an analytic class numberformula which can be used for the calculation of the product of h andthe regulator but for the determination of the regulator we still needto explicitly know the generators of E. The best known algorithmsfor this task are of sub-exponential time complexity and therefore canbe used only for �elds of small degree (or discriminant).Due to the Kronecker-Weber theorem the abelian �elds can becharacterized as sub�elds of cyclotomic �elds. Let us �rst begin withcyclotomic �elds.

Circular units of cyclotomic fields. Let m > 1 be a rationalinteger, m 6� 2 (mod 4). The mth cyclotomic �eld Km = Q(�m) isobtained by adjoining the primitive mth root of unity �m = e2�i=mto Q. The group of circular units Cm of the mth cyclotomic �eldKm is de�ned as the intersection of the group of all units Em of Kmand the subgroup of the multiplicative group generated by all circularnumbers 1� �amCm = Em \ hf1� �am; a 2 Z; 0 < a < mgi:
It is easy to �nd a �nite set of explicit generators of Cm. This pointis one of the important properties of Cm (recall that to �nd explicitgenerators of the full group of units is usually out of our possibilities).Another important fact is that Cm is of �nite index in Em and thatthere is a connection between this index and the class number h+of the maximal real sub�eld R \ Km of the mth cyclotomic �eld.Namely, we have the following Sinnott formula:

[Em : Cm] = 2s � h+;
where s is determined by the number n of primes dividing m asfollows

s = ( 0; if n = 1;2n�2 + 1� n; if n � 2:It is easy to see that for any odd prime p this formula implies thatpjh+ if and only if there is a noncircular unit " such that "p is circular:
pjh+ () 9 " 2 Em n Cm : "p 2 Cm:
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But it is not easy at all to construct such a unit. Another question ishow to show that it is not circular. Here a useful tool could be a basisof Cm, i.e. an independent system of generators (modulo torsion).Such a basis of the group of circular units of the mth cyclotomic �eldwas found independently by Gold, Kim and Ku�cera.

Circular units of abelian fields. The notion of circular unitscan be generalized to any abelian �eld, we will mention two (probablymost important) possible ways. Having an abelian �eld k we can takethe smallest cyclotomic �eld Km containing k.� We can consider all circular units ofKm which are in our �eldk, i.e. the intersection CW = k \ Cm. Since this approachis mentioned in the Washington's monograph on cyclotomic�elds ([7]) we shall call it Washington's group of circularunits of k.� For each cyclotomic �eld Kn � Km we can take the normNKn=k\Kn fromKn to its intersection with k to map the groupCn of circular units of Kn to our �eld k. Sinnott's group CSof circular units of k is then generated by all these norms ofcircular units (together with �1):CS = hfNKn=k\Kn(�); Kn � Km; � 2 Cng [ f�1giAlthough the Washington's group contains the Sinnott's one, so at�rst glance it looks better, it is di�cult to work with. It can be seenimmediately that we have a �nite set of explicit generators of CS |which we usually do not have for CW . Moreover there is the Sinnottformula for the index [E : CS] of CS in the full group E of units ofk giving a connection with the class number h+ of the maximal realsub�eld R \ k of k { which is not the case of CW . Unfortunatelythe mentioned formula is not as easy as we have seen in the case ofcyclotomic �eld:
[E : CS] = h+Q Qpjm[kp : Q][k : Q] 2�g(e+Z[G] : e+U):

Here Q is the Hasse unit index of k, which is 1 or 2, the productis taken over the rational primes p dividing m and [kp : Q] is thedegree of the maximal sub�eld kp of k rami�ed only at p. In ourcase this sub�eld is the intersection of k and a suitable cyclotomic�eld, so the whole fraction is easy to compute. A rational integer g islittle bit more di�cult | if k is real then g = 1� [k : Q], but if k isimaginary then we know only that g is between the number of primespjm with kp imaginary and the number of them with [kp : Q] even.Nevertheless Ku�cera has found that this problem can be overcome ifwe enlarge the set of generators of CS by adding a generator pp foreach pjm such that pp 2 k. Then this little bit larger group is stillgenerated by a �nite set of explicit generators but the corresponding
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formula is of the same shape with g being the number of primes pjmwith [kp : Q] even. The most complicated factor in the formula isthe index (e+Z[G] : e+U) of Sinnott module in the integral groupring of the Galois group. This factor has been computed explicitlyby Sinnott in the following cases:� m is divisible by at most two primes;� the Galois group G of k is cyclic;� the Galois group G of k is the direct product of its inertiagroups;� some very special sub�elds of the �elds from the previousitem;� compositum of any number of quadratic �elds (due to Ku�cera,see [6]).

Applications. Let us �nally discuss those cases when the groupof circular units can be used to get some divisibility relations for theclass number of a given abelian �eld k.To get it we need to know the index of this group in the fullgroup of units, which can be done either using Sinnott's formula (ifthe index of the Sinnott module is known for k) or constructing abasis of this group and computing its regulator. This index is thenobtained as a product of some known factor and the class number h+of the maximal real sub�eld of k.Then there is a more di�cult task: for a given prime p �nd aunit outside of the group of circular units whose pth power is in thisgroup or to prove that such a unit does not exist. The problem isthat although we are able to work explicitely (and easily enough) withcircular units, we do not have any tool to work with the noncircularones. In fact, there are only two possibilities:� either to work in the group of circular units of the smallestcyclotomic �eld containing k, which means to search for thisunit inside the Washington's group of circular units of k,� or to construct a number in k, e.g. by some procedure basedon Hilbert theorem 90, and to show that the obtained numberis a noncircular unit.Let us mention several examples where the suggested approachreally works.In the book [4] Conner and Hurrelbrink determine the parity ofthe class number of any biquadratic �eld up to the cases Q(pp;pq)where p; q are di�erent primes p � q � 1 (mod 4) satisfying (p=q) =1, and Q(pp;p2) where a prime p is congruent to 1 mod 8. Usingthe described way Ku�cera has obtained the criterion for the parityof the class number of these �elds in terms of biquadratic characters(see [5], or slightly modi�ed version in Proposition 1.11).
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I have extended this technique to determine the class number ofthe �eld Q(pp;pq;pr), where again p; q; r are primes congruent to 1mod 4 in the paper [2] to get the exact characterization of the �elds ofthis type of an odd class number (see Chapter 1 of this thesis). In thepaper [3] (Chapter 2) I have completed the octic case by consideringp = 2.In this thesis I have tried to �nd n such that any compositum ofn quadratic �elds has to have an even class number. I was able toprove that this is really true for n = 5 (Theorem 3 of Chapter 3). Ihave not been successful in the solving the same question for n = 4yet as there still remain some unanswered questions in this case (seeChapter 4).



CHAPTER 1
On the Parity of the Class Number of the Field

Q(pp;
p
q;
p
r)

1. Introduction

In the paper [5] R. Ku�cera determines the parity of the class num-ber of any biquadratic �eld Q(pp;pq), where p and q are di�erentprimes, p � q � 1 (mod 4). In this chapter we extend methodsused in [5] to compute the parity of the class number of the �eld
Q(pp;pq;pr), where p; q and r are di�erent primes, all congruentto 1 modulo 4.We now state our result precisely.

Theorem 1. Let p; q and r be di�erent primes such that p; q; r �1 (mod 4). Let h denote the class number of Q(pp;pq;pr).1. If (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = �1, �x upq; upr; uqr 2 Z satisfyingu2pq � pq (mod r), u2pr � pr (mod q), u2qr � qr (mod p). Then h iseven if and only if (upq=r)(upr=q)(uqr=p) = �1.2. If (p=q) = 1; (p=r) = (q=r) = �1, then the parity of h is thesame as the parity of the class number of the biquadratic �eld
Q(pp;pq).3. If (p=q) = (q=r) = 1; (p=r) = �1, then h is even.4. If (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = 1, then h is even. (Moreover, if wedenote by vpq, vpr, vqr, vpqr the highest exponents of 2 dividing theclass number of Q(pp;pq), Q(pp;pr), Q(pq;pr), Q(pp;pq;pr),respectively, then vpqr � 1 + vpq + vpr + vqr.)

2. Cyclotomic units

From here on �x three di�erent primes p; q and r, all congruentto 1 modulo 4. Let E be the group of units in Q(pp;pq;pr). Letus denote �n = e2�i=n for any positive integer n, and �n = �(1+n)=2nfor any positive odd integer n. By Frob(l;K) we mean the Frobeniusautomorphism of prime l on a �eld K. For any prime l congruent to 1modulo 4 let bl; cl be such integers that l� 1 = 2blcl, where 2 - cl, andbl � 2. For this prime l �x a Dirichlet character modulo l of order 2bl,and denote it by  l. Let Rl = n�jl ��� 0 � j < 2bl�2o, and R0l = �2blRl,where �l = e4�icl=(l�1) (= �2bl�1) is a primitive 2bl�1th root of unity.Then #Rl = #R0l = (l � 1)=(4cl) (where #S denotes the number ofelements of the set S). Further, let �l be a �xed Dirichlet character7
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modulo l of order 4. Note that for any integer a satisfying (a=l) = 1the value of �l(a) does not depend on the choice of the character �l.Let J = fl 2 Z j l is a positive prime congruent to 1 modulo 4g.For any �nite subset S of J let (by convention, an empty product is1)
nS = Y

l2S l; �S = e2�i=nS ; QS = Q(�S); KS = Q(fpl j l 2 Sg):
By �l, where l 2 S, we denote the automorphism determined byGal �KS=KSnflg� = f1; �lg. Let us further de�ne

"nS =
8>><>>:
1 if S = ;;1plNQS=KS(1� �S) if S = flg;NQS=KS(1� �S) if #S > 1:

It is easy to see that "nS are units inKS. Let C be the group generatedby �1 and by all conjugates of "nS ; where S � fp; q; rg. Theorem1 of [6] states that f�1; "p; "q; "r; "pq; "pr; "qr; "pqrg is a basis of C,and that [E : C] = 24 � h, where h is the class number of the �eld
Q(pp;pq;pr).In [5] it is proved that "pq; "pr; "qr are squares in Q(pp;pq;pr),i.e. there are such units �pq; �pr; �qr in Q(pp;pq;pr) that "pq =�2pq; "pr = �2pr, and "qr = �2qr (see also Proposition 3.2). The unit�pq is de�ned by the relation �pq = Qa2Mpq(�apq � ��apq ), where Mpq =fa 2 Z j 0 < a < pq; (a=q) = 1;  p(a) 2 Rpg, and the units �pr; �qr arede�ned analogously.In this paragraph we show that "pqr is also a square in the groupof units of Q(pp;pq;pr). Let us de�ne M = n a 2 Z

��� 0 < a <pqr; (a=q) = (a=r) = 1;  (a) 2 R o, where  =  p and R = Rp. Forany a 2 Z satisfying 0 < a < pqr and (a=p) = (a=q) = (a=r) = 1 wehave either a 2M or pqr � a 2M . Therefore
"pqr = Y

0<a<pqr(a=p)=(a=q)=(a=r)=1
(1� �apqr) = Y

a2M(1� �apqr)(1� ��apqr) =
= Y

a2M(1� �2apqr)(1� ��2apqr ) = Y
a2M(��apqr � �apqr)(�apqr � ��apqr):

Since 2 j #M , we can write "pqr = �2pqr, where
�pqr = Y

a2M(�apqr � ��apqr):
Now we have to show that �pqr 2 Q(pp;pq;pr). For, let � bean element of the Galois group Gal �Q(�pqr)=Q(pp;pq;pr)�. Thenthere is an integer k such that �(�pqr) = �kpqr. We have (k=p) =
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(k=q) = (k=r) = 1, and

��pqr = Y
a2M(�akpqr � ��akpqr ) = �pqr � (�1)#f a2M j (ak)=2R g;

and since for any d 2M the number of elements a of the set M , suchthat  (a) =  (d), is equal to cp(q � 1)(r � 1)=4, which is an eveninteger, we have ��pqr = �pqr, i.e. �pqr 2 Q(pp;pq;pr).Thus we have a subgroup of E generated by the set of unitsf�1; "p; "q; "r; �pq; �pr; �qr; �pqrg of index h, which implies that h iseven if and only if there are xp; xq; xr; xpq; xpr; xqr; xpqr 2 f0; 1g, suchthat � = j"xpp "xqq "xrr �xpqpq �xprpr �xqrqr �xpqrpqr j 6= 1is a square in E.In this paragraph we show that such � can exist only if at leastone of xpq; xpr; xqr; xpqr is nonzero. We will use the next statementtaken from [6]:
Lemma 1.1. In the notation of the beginning of this section letS � J �nite and l 2 S. Then
NKS=KSnflg("nS) =

8>>><>>>:
�1 if S = flg;(l=k) � "1�Frob(l;Kfkg)k if S = fl; kg; l 6= k;"1�Frob(l;KSnflg)nSnflg if #S > 2:

Remark. This lemma implies that(�"p)1+�p = (�"q)1+�q = (�"r)1+�r = �1;
hence none of �"p;�"q;�"r could be a square in Q(pp;pq;pr).Since(�"p"q)1+�p = �"2q; (�"p"r)1+�p = �"2r; (�"q"r)1+�q = �"2r;none of �"p"q;�"p"r;�"q"r could be a square, and �nally nor �"p"q"rcould be a square in Q(pp;pq;pr), because

(�"p"q"r)1+�p = �"2q"2r:
3. Preliminaries

Using previous notation let G = Gal (KS=Q). We say that afunction f : G! KS is a crossed homomorphism if for all �; � 2 G;f(�� ) = f(�)f(� )�:Let us further denote by ES the group of units of the �eld KS. Thefollowing proposition is taken from [6].
Proposition 1.2. Let " 2 ES be such that there is a crossedhomomorphism f : G! KS satisfying "1�� = f(�)2 for any � 2 G.Then " or �" is a square in KS.
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On the other hand, it is easy to see that if " = ��2 for suitable� 2 KS, then there is a crossed homomorphism f : G! KS satisfying"1�� = f(�)2 (put f(�) = �1��).We now want to formulate a weaker condition, which will be usefulin testing whether given � 2 ES is a square in ES. The followingproposition is our �rst step. Let us notice that G = Gal (KS=Q) canbe considered as a (multiplicative) vector space over F2 with basisf�l j l 2 Sg.
Proposition 1.3. Let a function g : f�l j l 2 Sg ! KS satisfythe following conditions:

8l 2 S : g(�l)1+�l = 1 (1a)
8p1; p2 2 S : g(�p1)1��p2 = g(�p2)1��p1 (1b)For any positive integer t let St = fk 2 S j k < tg. Let us de�ne afunction f : G! K�S by

f�Ys2V �s
� = Y

s2V g(�s)
Q

k2V \Ss �k ;
where V is any subset of S. Then f is a crossed homomorphism.
Remarks.(1) f jf�l j l2Sg = g.(2) It is easy to see that if such g satisfying (1a), (1b), exists,then these conditions are also satis�ed by any function g1,such that g1(�s)=g(�s) 2 f�1; 1g for each s 2 S.We postpone the proof of Proposition 1.3 until we prove someauxiliary lemmas.

Lemma 1.4. If the conditions in Proposition 1.3 hold for g,and f is de�ned in the same way as in Proposition 1.3, then forany automorphism � 2 G and prime l 2 S
f(� )1��l = f(�l)1�� :

Proof. Let T � S be such that � = Qt2T �t. Then
f(� )1��l = Y

t2T f(�t)
(1��l) Q

s2T\St �s
Now from the condition (1b)
f(� )1��l = Y

t2T f(�l)
(1��t) Qs2T\St �s = f(�l)

P
t2T
�(1��t) Qs2T\St �s

�
= f(�l)1�� :

�
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Lemma 1.5. If the conditions in Proposition 1.3 hold for g,and f is de�ned in the same way as in Proposition 1.3, then forany automorphism � 2 G and prime l 2 Sf(�l� ) = f(�l)f(� )�l:
Proof. Let T � S be such that � = Qt2T �t. Further, let � =Qt2T\Sl �t a ! = Qt2Tn(Sl[flg) �t. From the de�nition of f we have
f(��l!) = f(�)f(�l)�f(!)��l = f(�)f(!)� � �f(�l)f(!)�l�1��:

Lemma 1.4 implies that
f(��l!) = f(�!) � �f(�l)f(�l)!�1�� = f(�!)f(�l)�!:

If l 62 T then � = �!, and using Lemma 1.4 we getf(�l� ) = f(� )f(�l)� = f(� )f(�l)f(� )�l�1 = f(�l)f(� )�l :Let us consider the second case l 2 T , i.e. � = ��l!. Then f(� ) =f(��l)f(�l)��l. From the condition (1a) it follows that f(�l)��l =f(�l), which �nally yields f(�l� ) = f(� )f(�l)���l = f(� )f(�l)� =f(� )f(�l)f(� )�l�1 = f(�l)f(� )�l with one more application of Lemma1.4 �

We are now ready to prove Proposition 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let �; � 2 G, and let V � S bedetermined by � = Qs2V �s. The case V = ; is trivial. Let ussuppose that V 6= ;, and that for every T $ V holds

f��Ys2T �s
��� = f�Ys2T �s

� � f(� )Qs2T �s
Let m = minV; ! = Qs2V nfmg �s. Then � = �m!, and from thede�nition of f we have f(�) = f(�m)f(!)�m. Lemma 1.5 now yieldsf(�� ) = f(�m!� ) = f(�m)f(!� )�m;and the induction hypothesis for V n fmg gives

f(�� ) = f(�m)�f(!)f(� )!��m = f(�)f(� )!�m = f(�)f(� )�:
Proposition follows. �We shall now combine Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 intoone criterion which will be often useful in the next section.

Proposition 1.6. If there exists a function g : f�l j l 2 Sg !K�S , which satis�es "1��l = g(�l)2 for any l 2 S and conditions
8l 2 S : g(�l)1+�l = 1 (1a)8p1; p2 2 S : g(�p1)1��p2 = g(�p2)1��p1 (1b)then " or �" is a square in KS.
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Proof. We must only prove that the crossed homomorphism finduced by the function g satis�es "1�� = f(�)2 for any � 2 G.For, let � 2 G be any automorphism, and let us write it as � =Qt2T �t, where T � S is determined by �. We prove our assertion byinduction on #T . The case T = ; is trivial. In the case #T = 1 weuse the assumption and the remark after Proposition 1.3. Otherwise,let P and Q be proper subsets of T such that P \ R = ; and � =Qj2P �j �Qk2R �k. Let � = Qj2P �j a ! = Qk2R �k. Then � = �!, andthe induction hypothesis gives "1�� = f(� )2 a "1�! = f(!)2. Hence

"1�� = "1��! = "1���"1�!�� = f(� )2�f(!)2�� = f(�!)2:
The proposition is proved. �

We would like to apply this proposition to the case S = fp; q; rg,i.e. to the octic �eld KS = Q(pp;pq;pr). In this case the groupG = Gal (KS=Q) is generated by the automorphisms �p; �q; �r, so wehave to compute how act these automorphisms on arbitrary unit �from the subgroup of E generated by f�1; "p; "q; "r; �pq; �pr; �qr; �pqrg.In [5] it is proved that if (p=q) = 1 then �1+�qpq = (v=p), wherev 2 Z is such that v2 � q (mod p). This fact we formulate in thefollowing proposition using the notation introduced in the previoussection.
Proposition 1.7. If p; q are primes congruent to 1 modulo 4,and (p=q) = 1, then �1+�qpq = �p(q):
In this paragraph we prove a similar formula for �1+�qpq in the case(p=q) = �1. To the end of this section let us assume that  =  p,R = Rp, and R0 = R0p. Then

�1+�qpq = Y
0<a<pqq-a; (a)2R

(�apq � ��apq ) = �spq Y
0<a<pqq-a; (a)2R

(1� ��apq );
where s = Pa a with a running through the same set of integersas in the previous products. It is easy to see that q j s, and thats � (q�1)Pa a (mod p), where the last sum is taken over all integersa satisfying 0 < a < p;  (a) 2 R. Thus we have (in all followingproducts a runs over the same set as in the last sum)
�1+�qpq = �Y

a �qapq
�1�Frob(q;Q(�p))�1 Y

a (1� ��ap )1�Frob(q;Q(�p))�1

=Y
a (�ap � ��ap )1�Frob(q;Q(�p))�1 =Y

a (�ap � ��ap )Ya (�aq0p � ��aq0p )�1;
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where q0 2 Z is an inverse of q modulo p. Now multiply both sides ofthis equation by Y

0<a<p(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1;

and an easy calculation yields (in all following products we assumealso 0 < a < p)
�1+�qpq Y

(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1 Y

 (a)2R(�aq
0p � ��aq0p )

= Y
 (a)2R(�ap � ��ap ) Y

(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1

= Y
 (a)=2R[R0(�ap � ��ap )�1 Y

(a=p)=1(�ap � ��ap )
= Y

 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 Y
(a=p)=1(��ap � �ap)

= ��Pa ap � Y
 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 Y

(a=p)=1(1� �ap )
= Y

 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 � pp � "p;
where a in the sum is running over all quadratic residues modulo psatisfying 0 < a < p. Now, we de�ne
�l(s) = (�1)#f 0<a<l j l(as)2Rl;  l(a)2R0l g � (�1)#f 0<a�(l�1)=2 j l(a)=2Rl[R0l g
for any prime l � 1 (mod 4) and any integer s, which is nonresiduemodulo l.

Remark. Although we have de�ned �l(s) by means of some �xedcharacter  l, from the following proposition it is clear that �l doesnot depend on the choice of this character.
If we recall that pl = Q(l�1)=2a=1 (��al � �al ) for any prime l congruentto 1 modulo 4, we can �nish our calculations.

�1+�qpq = "p � (�1)#f 0<a<p j (aq)2R; (a)2R0g � (�1)#f0<a�(p�1)=2 j (a)=2R[R0g= "p � �p(q):We have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 1.8. If p; q are primes congruent to 1 modulo 4,and (p=q) = �1, then

�1+�qpq = �p(q) "p:
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Proposition 1.9. If m;n are quadratic nonresidues modulo p,then �p(m) � �p(n) = ��p(mn):
Proof. Let us denote #f 0 < a < p j (am) 2 R;  (a) 2 R0 g by� (p;m) (it is the exponent of one of the factors in �p(m)). Let b; cbe such integers that p � 1 = 2bc, where c is odd, and b � 2. Let gbe a primitive root modulo p satisfying  (g) = �2b . Then m � gk(mod p), where 0 � k < p � 1. Write k in the form k = k1 � 2b + k2,where 0 � k2 < 2b, and k2 is an odd integer. Now

� (p;m)= #n 0 < a < p ���  (am) 2 R;  (a) 2 R0 o
= #(x � 2b + y ���0 � x < c; 0 � y < 2b�1; 2 - y;*y + k2b

+ < 12
)

= c �#( y ��� 0 � y < 2b�1; 2 - y;*y + k22b
+ < 12

):
Let us �rst consider the case 0 � k2 < 2b�1. Then the conditionson y are equivalent to 0 � (y�1)=2 < 2b�2�(k2+1)=2, where y is odd.Hence � (p;m) = c � (2b�2 � (k2 + 1)=2). If 2b�1 � k2 < 2b, then theabove conditions are equivalent to 2b�2 > (y�1)=2 � 2b�1�(k2+1)=2,where again y is odd. We obtain � (p;m) = c � ((k2 + 1)=2 � 2b�2).Thus in both cases we have (note that the result still depends on thechoice of  )

(�1)� (p;m) = 1 ()
8<:k2 � 1 (mod 4) if 8 - (p� 1)k2 � 3 (mod 4) if 8 j (p� 1)

If we now put � =  2b�2 , then � is a Dirichlet character mod-ulo p of order 4. We can reformulate the previous statement as(�1)� (p;m) = (�1)(p�1)=4 � i�(m). From this equation and from thefact that (�1)#f 0<a�(p�1)=2 j (a)=2R[R0 g (the second factor in �p(m))does not depend on m we have �p(m) ��p(n) = ((�1)(p�1)=4 � i�(m)) �((�1)(p�1)=4 �i�(n)) = ��(mn): Sincemn is a quadratic residue mod-ulo p, we have �(mn) = �p(mn), and the proposition is proved. �

Proposition 1.10. If p; q; r are primes congruent to 1 modulo4, then
�1+�qpqr = �1�Frob(q;Q(pp;pr))pr

Proof.
�1+�qpqr = Y

0<a<pqr (a)2Rq-a; (a=r)=1
(�apqr � ��apqr) = �spqr Y

0<a<pqr (a)2Rq-a; (a=r)=1
(1� ��apqr);
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where s = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the previ-ous products. It is easy to see that q j s, r j s, and that s � (q�1)Pa a(mod pr), where the last sum is taken over integers a satisfying0 < a < pr;  (a) 2 R; (a=r) = 1. Hence (in all following productsruns a through the same set as in the previous sum)

�1+�qpqr = �Y
a �qapqr

�1�Frob(q;Q(�pr))�1 Y
a (1� ��apr )1�Frob(q;Q(�pr))�1

=Y
a (�qapqr � ��qapqr )1�Frob(q;Q(�pr))�1 = �1�Frob(q;Q(�pr))�1pr :

Since �pr 2 Q(pp;pr), we have �1�Frob(q;Q(�pr))�1pr = �1�Frob(q;Q(pp;pr))pr ;and the proposition is proved. �

4. Proof of the theorem

In this section we prove the theorem stated in the introduction.First, we state the main result from [5], which will be useful in ourconsiderations.
Proposition 1.11. Let p and q be di�erent primes such thatp � q � 1 (mod 4). Let h be the class number of Q(pp;pq).1. If (p=q) = �1, then h is odd.2. If (p=q) = 1, then h is even, if and only if �q(p) = �p(q).
Remark. In [5] it is shown that if (p=q) = �1, then in the groupof units of the biquadratic �eld Q(pp;pq) does not exist any unitof the form j"xpp "xqq �xpqpq j 6= 1, where xp; xq; xpq 2 f0; 1g, which is asquare of another unit (here �2pq = "pq). In the case (p=q) = 1 it isproved that such unit exists if and only if �q(p) = �p(q), and thatthis unit is equal to j�pqj, if �q(p) = �p(q) = 1, and to j"p"q�pqj, if�q(p) = �p(q) = �1.
Consider now a unit � = j"xpp "xqq "xrr �xpqpq �xprpr �xqrqr �xpqrpqr j 6= 1, wherexp; xq; xr; xpq; xpr; xqr; xpqr 2 f0; 1g. We have proved earlier that, inorder to � be a square in E, at least one of xpq; xpr; xqr; xpqr shouldbe nonzero, and there should exist a function g : f�p; �q; �rg !

Q(pp;pq;pr) satisfying �1�� = g(�)2 for any � 2 f�p; �q; �rg andconditions (1a), (1b).Let us now consider four cases separately:� (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = �1� (p=q) = 1; (p=r) = (q=r) = �1� (p=q) = (p=r) = 1; (q=r) = �1� (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = 1
At �rst, let us suppose that (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = 1. By Propo-sition 1.10 we have �1+�ppqr = �1+�qpqr = �1+�rpqr = 1. Let g(�p) = g(�q) =
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g(�r) = �pqr. It is now easy to see that the conditions of Propo-sition 1.6 are satis�ed, therefore � = j�pqrj is the required squarein E. We have proved that in this case the class number h of the�eld Q(pp;pq;pr) is an even number. Moreover, if we denote byvpq; vpr; vqr the dyadic valuation of the class number of Q(pp;pq),
Q(pp;pr), Q(pq;pr), respectively, we show that 21+vpq+vpr+vqr j h.For di�erent j; k 2 fp; q; rg let Ejk denote group of units of thebiquadratic �eld Q(pj;pk). If [Ejk : h�1; "j; "k; �jki ] = 2vjk � l;where 2 - l, then it is easy to see that there exists a unit �jk 2 E,for which [Ejk : h�1; "j; "k; �jki ] = l, where �2vjkjk = j�jk"cjj "ckk j, forsuitable cj; ck 2 Z. Then [E : h�1; "p; "q; "r; �pq; �pr; �qr; �pqri ] =h=(2vpq+vpr+vqr). Since we have proved that j�pqrj is a square in E, wehave 21+vpq+vpr+vqr j h.

Consider now the case (p=q) = (q=r) = 1; (p=r) = �1. An easycalculation yields
�1��p = (�"2p)xp��2pq�q(p)�xpq��r(p) "�1r �2pr�xpr��q(r)��2qr �2pqr�xpqr�1��q = (�"2q)xq��2pq�p(q)�xpq��2qr�r(q)�xqr��2pqr�xpqr�1��r = (�"2r)xr��2qr�q(r)�xqr��p(r) "�1p �2pr�xpr��q(p)��2pq �2pqr�xpqrFrom these equations it follows that a necessary condition in orderto � be a square in E is xpr = 0. Letg(�p) = "xpp � �xpqpq � ��1qr � �pqrg(�q) = "xqq � �xpqpq � �xqrqr � �pqrg(�r) = "xrr � �xqrqr � ��1pq � �pqrConditions (1a) and (1b) yield after some calculations conditions1 = g(�p)1+�p = (�1)xp � �q(p)xpq � ��2qr � �q(r) � �2qr= (�1)xp � �q(p)xpq � �q(r)1 = g(�q)1+�q = (�1)xq � �p(q)xpq � �r(q)xqr1 = g(�r)1+�r = (�1)xr � �q(r)xqr � ��2pq � �q(p) � �2pq= (�1)xr � �q(r)xqr � �q(p);and �p(q)xpq � �r(q) = �q(p)xpq � �q(r)�r(q)xqr � �p(q) = �q(r)xqr � �q(p)A necessary condition for � being a square in E is therefore�q(r) � �r(q) = �q(p) � �p(q):If �q(r) = �r(q) or �q(p) = �p(q), the h is even already by the remarkafter Proposition 1.11. Otherwise if �q(r) 6= �r(q) and �q(p) 6= �p(q),then by the conditions above xpq = xqr = 1, and also xp = xq =
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xr, where (�1)xp = �q(p)�q(r). With these settings the conditions(1a),(1b) are satis�ed, and � is therefore a square in C, i.e. the classnumber h is in this case even.

Let us now suppose (p=q) = 1; (q=r) = (p=r) = �1. At �rst, letxpqr = 0. Then we have again by Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.8
�1��p = (�"2p)xp � ��2pq � �q(p)�xpq � ��r(p) "�1r �2pr�xpr�1��q = (�"2q)xq � ��2pq � �p(q)�xpq � ��r(q) "�1r �2qr�xqr�1��r = (�"2r)xr � ��p(r) "�1p �2pr�xpr � ��q(r) "�1q �2qr�xqr :

Here, �1��p; �1��q and �1��r must be squares in E. From this condi-tion it follows that xpr = xqr = xr = 0. Thus we get � 2 Q(pp;pq).In the case xpqr = 1 we have
�1��p = (�"2p)xp � (�2pq � �q(p))xpq � (�r(p) "�1r �2pr)xpr � (�q(r) "q��2qr �2pqr);
which cannot be a square in E (�"q"�1r is not a square according to theremark after Lemma 1.1). Hence we have proved that � is a square in
Q(pp;pq;pr) if and only if it is a square in Q(pp;pq), which impliesthat the parity of the class number h of the �eld Q(pp;pq;pr) isthe same as the parity of the class number of the �eld Q(pp;pq).

Let us now consider the last (most di�cult) case (p=q) = (q=r) =(p=r) = �1. Using Proposition 1.8 and Proposition 1.10 we get�1��ppqr = ��r(q) � �q(r) "�1q "�1r � �2pqr, and
�1��p = (�"2p)xp � ��q(p) "�1q �2pq�xpq��r(p) "�1r �2pr�xpr ����r(q) � �q(r) "�1q "�1r � �2pqr�xpqr

The relations for �1��q and �1��r we get by the symmetry. At �rst,let us suppose that xpqr = 0. Again, from the remark after Lemma1.1 we get xpq = xpr = 0, and xp = 0. By the symmetry we �nallyget � 2 Q. Hence xpqr = 1. The same argument as above gives thatxpq = xpr = 1, and symmetrically also xqr = 1. Using Proposition 1.9we have
�1��p = (�1) � (�"2p)xp � �q(pr) � �r(pq) � "�2q "�2r �2pq�2pr�2pqr:Let sp = �r(pq) � �q(pr); sq = �r(pq) � �p(qr); sr = �q(pr) � �p(qr):It is clear that necessary conditions for � being a square in E are(�1)xp = �sp; (�1)xq = �sq, and (�1)xr = �sr, and that for sp; sq; srthe identity spsq = sr holds true. From this it follows that eithersp = sq = sr = 1 or exactly one of sp; sq; sr is equal to 1, and theothers are equal to �1. Let us consider these two cases separately.
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sp = sq = sr = 1From the conditions above we get xp = xq = xr = 1. It is easyto see that the only possible de�nition of the function g (up to theuninteresting sign) isg(�p) = "p"�1q "�1r �pq�pr�pqrg(�q) = "�1p "q"�1r �pq�qr�pqrg(�r) = "�1p "�1q "r�pr�qr�pqrThen we haveg(�p)1+�p = "1+�pp "�2q "�2r �1+�ppq �1+�ppr �1+�ppqr = (�1) � "�2q "�2r� ��q(p) "q���r(p) "r� � ���r(q) "r � �q(r) "q� = sp = 1:
Symmetrically also g(�q)1+�q = g(�r)1+�r = 1. The condition (1a)from Proposition 1.6 is thus satis�ed. Further,

g(�p)1��q = �"1��qq ��1��1��qpq ���1��qpqr �
= (�"�2q ) � ��2pq�p(q) "�1p � � ���p(r)�r(p) "�1p "�1r �2pqr�= "�2p "�2q "�1r �2pq � �p(qr) � �r(p) � �2pqr;and by the symmetryg(�q)1��p = "�2p "�2q "�1r �2pq � �q(pr) � �r(q) � �2pqr:Then the condition (1b) yields that �p(qr) � �r(p) = �q(pr) � �r(q).Since sr = 1, we have �p(qr) = �q(pr), and this condition can bewritten as �r(p) = �r(q), i.e. by Proposition 1.9 �r(pq) = �1.This calculation can be carried out symmetrically, and we get bythe Proposition 1.6 that � = j"p"q"r�pq�pr�qr�pqrj is a square in E ifand only if �r(pq) = �q(pr) = �p(qr) = �1.

Exactly one of sp; sq; sr is equal to 1We can assume that sp = 1; sq = sr = �1. Then xp = 1; xq =0; xr = 0, and � = j"p�pq�pr�qr�pqrj. Again, the only possible de�ni-tion of g is g(�p) = "p"�1q "�1r �pq�pr�pqrg(�q) = "�1p "�1r �pq�qr�pqrg(�r) = "�1p "�1q �pr�qr�pqrNote that in this case we have a symmetry between q and r. Letus �rst check the condition (1a). As in the above case we haveg(�p)1+�p = sp = 1, and from the analogy with the above case weget g(�q)1+�q = sq � "�1��qq = 1. By the symmetry we have alsog(�r)1+�r = 1. Let us now consider the condition (1b). As before, wehave g(�p)1��q = "�2p "�2q "�1r �2pq � �p(qr) � �r(p) � �2pqr;
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and also �g(�q)"q�1��p = "�2p "�2q "�1r �2pq � �q(pr) � �r(q) � �2pqr:From these equations we get g(�p)1��q = g(�q)1��p if and only if�p(qr) ��r(p) = �q(pr) ��r(q) which is equivalent to �r(p) = ��r(q).Using the assertion of Proposition 1.9 we can write this condition as�r(pq) = 1. By the symmetry we have a condition �q(pr) = 1. Nowwe determine the condition for g(�q)1��r = g(�r)1��q . We have�g(�q) "q�1��r = "�1p "�2q "�2r �2qr � �q(pr) � �p(q) � �2pqr;and �g(�r)"r�1��q = "�1p "�2q "�2r �2qr � �r(pq) � �p(r) � �2pqr:Since "1��rq = "1��qr = 1, we get the condition �q(pr) ��p(q) = �r(pq) ��p(r). Further, since �q(pr) ��r(pq) = sp = 1; we have �p(q) = �p(r),and this is by Proposition 1.9 equivalent to �p(qr) = �1. By theProposition 1.6 we get in this case of sp; sq and sr that the unit � =j"p�pq�pr�qr�pqrj is a square in E if and only if �r(pq) = �q(pr) = 1,and �p(qr) = �1.Putting this case together with the former one and with its sym-metrical analogies, we obtain the assertion of the remaining part ofthe theorem.



CHAPTER 2
On the Parity of the Class Number of the Field

Q(p2;pp;
p
q)

1. Introduction

In the paper [5] R. Ku�cera determines the parity of the class num-ber of any biquadratic �eld Q(pp;pq) and Q(pp;p2), where p andq are di�erent primes, p � q � 1 (mod 4). In Chapter 1 we appliedhis method and computed the parity of the class number of the �eld
Q(pp;pq;pr), where p; q and r are di�erent primes, all congruentto 1 modulo 4.Here we present that result together with the case p = 2.

Theorem 2. Let p; q and r be di�erent primes either congruentto 1 modulo 4 or equal to 2. Let us denote by (a=b) the Kroneckersymbol. Further, denote for any prime l � 1 (mod 4) by �l oneof the Dirichlet characters modulo l of order 4 and by �2 one ofthe Dirichlet characters modulo 16 of order 4. Let h denote theclass number of Q(pp;pq;pr).1. If (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = �1, then h is even if and only if�p(qr) � �q(pr) � �r(pq) = �1.2. If (p=q) = 1; (p=r) = (q=r) = �1, then the parity of h is thesame as the parity of the class number of the biquadratic �eld
Q(pp;pq).3. If (p=q) = (q=r) = 1; (p=r) = �1, then h is even.4. If (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = 1, then h is even. (Moreover, if wedenote by vpq, vpr, vqr, vpqr the highest exponents of 2 dividing theclass number of Q(pp;pq), Q(pp;pr), Q(pq;pr), Q(pp;pq;pr),respectively, then vpqr � 1 + vpq + vpr + vqr.)The proof of the theorem in the case p; q; r � 1 (mod 4) is con-tained in Section 4 of Chapter 1. In this chapter we prove the theoremin the case when exactly one of primes p; q; r is equal to 2.

2. Cyclotomic units

We now �x for the rest of this chapter two di�erent primes p; q,both congruent to 1 modulo 4. We denote by E the group of unitsof the �eld Q(p2;pp;pq). Let us denote �n = e2�i=n for any pos-itive integer n, and �n = �(1+n)=2n for any positive odd integer n.By Frob(l;K) we mean the Frobenius automorphism of prime l on20
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a �eld K. For any prime l congruent to 1 modulo 4 let bl; cl besuch integers that l � 1 = 2blcl, where 2 - cl, and bl � 2. For thisprime l �x a Dirichlet character modulo l of order 2bl , and denoteit by  l. Let Rl = n�jl ��� 0 � j < 2bl�2o, and R0l = �2blRl, where�l = e4�icl=(l�1) (= �2bl�1) is a primitive 2bl�1th root of unity. Then#Rl = #R0l = (l � 1)=(4cl) (where #S denotes the number of ele-ments of the set S). Further, for each l, where l � 1 (mod 4) or l = 2,we �x one of the characters �l as de�ned in the theorem. Note thatfor any integer a satisfying (a=l) = 1 the value �l(a) does not dependon the choice of the character �l.Let J = f2g[fa 2 Z j a is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4g. Welet nf2g = 8 and nflg = l for any other element of J . For any �nitesubset S of J we let (by convention, an empty product is 1)
nS = Y

l2S nflg; �S = e2�i=nS ; QS = Q(�S); KS = Q(fpl j l 2 Sg):
For any l 2 S we denote by �l the nontrivial automorphism in thegroup Gal �KS=KSnflg�. Let us further de�ne

"�S =
8>><>>:
1 if S = ;;1plNQS=KS(1� �S) if S = flg;NQS=KS(1� �S) if #S > 1;

where �S = Ql2S l. It is easy to see that "�S are units in KS (inparticular, "2 = �1 +p2). Let C be the group generated by �1 andby all conjugates of "�S ; where S � f2; p; qg. It can be shown (see[6]) that units f�1; "2; "p; "q; "2q; "2q; "pq; "2pqg form a basis of C, andthat [E : C] = 24 � h, where h is the class number of Q(p2;pp;pq).We shall study the structure of C in order to �nd the subgroupof E of the su�ciently low index in E. Then we will be able todiscuss the parity of h. We know from the results in [5] that for units"2p; "2q, and "pq there exist units �2p; �2q, and �pq in Q(p2;pp;pq)respectively, such that "2p = �22p; "2q = �22q, and "pq = �2pq, where�2p = Y
0<a<16pa�1(16)(a=p)=1

(��a16p � �a16p) and �pq = Y
0<a<pq p(a)2Rp(a=q)=1

(�apq � ��apq )
and the de�nition of �2q is analogical to the de�nition of �2p (see alsoProposition 3.2). Here we show that for "2pq there also exists a unit�2pq in E, such that "2pq = �22pq. After showing this fact we will havethe subgroup of E generated by f�1; "2; "p; "q; �2p; �2q; �pq; �2pqg ofthe index h.We have directly from the de�nition"2pq =Y

a (1� �a8pq) = �s16pq �Ya (��a16pq � �a16pq);
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where s = Pa a with a in the products and the sum running throughthe set of all positive integers a < 8pq satisfying a � �1 (mod 8)and (a=p) = (a=q) = 1. It is easy to see that 8pq j Pa a. Further ifa � �9 (mod 16), then a+ 8pq � �1 (mod 16), therefore
"2pq = � Y

0<a<16pqa��1(16)(a=p)=(a=q)=1
(��a16pq � �a16pq) = � Y

0<a<16pqa�1(16)(a=p)=(a=q)=1
(��a16pq � �a16pq)2:

Now, if we de�ne �2pq by the formula
�2pq = Y

0<a<16pqa�1(16)(a=p)=(a=q)=1
(��a16pq � �a16pq);

we get "2pq = ��22pq. We will prove that �2pq 2 Q(p2;pp;pq). Letus take any � 2 Gal �Q(�16pq)=Q(p2;pp;pq)�. Then there is t 2 Zsatisfying t � �1 (mod 8) and (t=p) = (t=q) = 1 such that ��16pq =�t16pq. We will show that ��2pq = �2pq. This fact is easy to see inthe case t � 1 (mod 16). If t � 9 (mod 16), then t0 = t + 8pq � 1(mod 16), �t016pq = ��t16pq, and��2pq =Y
a (��at16pq � �at16pq) = (�1)(p�1)(q�1)=4Ya (��at016pq � �at016pq) = �2pq:

In the remaining case t � �1 (mod 8) let t0 = �t. Then t0 � 1(mod 8) and the same equation as above yields again ��2pq = �2pq,therefore indeed �2pq 2 Q(p2;pp;pq). Finally, as "2pq is a positivereal number (it is a norm from an imaginary abelian �eld to a realone), we have "2pq = +�22pq.Summarising these results we can conclude that the class num-ber h of the �eld Q(p2;pp;pq) is even if and only if there arex2; xp; xq; x2p; x2q; xpq; x2pq 2 f0; 1g, such that
� = j"x22 "xpp "xqq �x2p2p �x2q2q �xpqpq �x2pq2pq j 6= 1is a square in E. The set of all such possible � can be restricted usingthe next statement, which is taken from [6]:

Lemma 2.1. Let S � J �nite and l 2 S arbitrary. Then
NKS=KSnflg("�S) =

8>>><>>>:
�1 if S = flg;(l=k) � "1�Frob(l;Kfkg)k if S = fl; kg; l 6= k;"1�Frob(l;KSnflg)�Snflg if #S > 2:

Remark. This lemma is in fact the same as Lemma 1.1 but nowwe allow also l = 2.
From this lemma it follows that(�"2)1+�2 = (�"p)1+�p = (�"q)1+�q = �1;
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hence none of �"2;�"p;�"q could be a square in E. Since

(�"2"p)1+�2 = �"2p; (�"2"q)1+�2 = �"2q; (�"p"q)1+�p = �"2q;none of �"2"p;�"2"q;�"p"q could be a square, and �nally nor �"2"p"qcould be a square in E, because
(�"2"p"q)1+�2 = �"2p"2q:

3. Crossed homomorphisms and units

In the next section we shall discuss whether a given unit � 2 Cis a square in E or not. For this purpose we shall use Proposition1.3. In our case we have S = f2; p; qg and thus we want to know howautomorphisms �2; �p and �q act on arbitrary unit � which can begenerated by f�1; "2; "p; "q; �2p; �2q; �pq; �2pqg. First, we recall resultof this type proved in [5].
Proposition 2.2. If p; q are distinct primes either even or con-gruent to 1 modulo 4, and (p=q) = 1, then

�1+�qpq = �p(q):
In Proposition 1.7 we have proved an analogy to Proposition 2.2 inthe case where p and q are primes, p; q � 1 (mod 4) and (p=q) = �1.We will present that result together with the case when one of theprimes is equal to 2. For the presentation of that result we recall theauxiliary function � (de�ned in Chapter 1) using notation introducedin the previous section. We de�ne

�l(s) = (�1)#n 0<a<l j l(as)2Rl;  l(a)2R0lo � (�1)#n 0<a�(l�1)=2 j l(a)=2Rl[R0lo
for any prime l � 1 (mod 4) and any integer s, which is nonresiduemodulo l.We also de�ne the function �l in the case l = 2 and s � 5 (mod 8)by the formula

�2(s) =
8<:�1 if s � 5 (mod 16);1 if s � 13 (mod 16):

The result mentioned above is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. If p and q are distinct primes either even orcongruent to 1 modulo 4, and (p=q) = �1, then

�1+�qpq = �p(q) "p:
Proof. The case when both primes are odd is proved in Proposi-tion 1.8, here we assume that q = 2 and p is an odd prime congruentto 1 modulo 4. From here on to the end of this section we let  =  p,R = Rp, and R0 = R0p.
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First, we prove the formula �1+�22p = �p(2)"p. We have
�2p = Y

0<a<16p(a=p)=1a�1(16)
(��a16p � �a16p) = (�1)(p�1)=4 � Y

0<a<16pa��1(16) (a)2R
(��a16p � �a16p)

= ���r16p � Y
0<a<8pa��1(8) (a)2R

(1� �a8p);

where r = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the lastproduct. It is easy to see that 8 j r (hence �r16p 2 Q(�p)), and that
r � 2 X

0<a<p (a)2R
a (mod p):

Let t be an integer satisfying t � 1 (mod p), and t � 3 (mod 16),and � 2 Gal (Q(�16p)=Q) be the automorphism determined by ��16p =�t16p. Then �2 is the restriction of � onto the �eld Q(p2;pp). Then
(��r16p)1+� = ��2r16p = Y

0<a<p (a)2R
(�(1�p)=4p )�a:

Hence
�1+�22p = (��r16p)1+� Y

0<a<8pa��1(8) (a)2R
(1� �a8p)1+�

= Y
0<a<p (a)2R

(�(1�p)=4p )�a � Y
0<a<8p2-a;  (a)2R

(1� �a8p):
As it can be easily seen, we have for a �xed integer bY

0<a<8p2-a; a�b(p)
(1� �a8p) = (1� �bp)1�Frob(2;Q(pp))�1;

and therefore we can continue our calculations as follows:
�1+�22p = Y

0<a<p (a)2R
(�(1�p)=4p )�a(1� �ap )1�Frob(2;Q(pp))�1

= Y
0<a<p (a)2R

(��ap � �ap)1�Frob(2;Q(�p))�1

= Y
0<a<p (a)2R

(��ap � �ap) Y
0<a<p (a)2R

(��aq0p � �aq0p )�1;
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where q0 2 Z is an inverse of 2 modulo p. Now multiply both sidesof this equation by Y

0<a<p(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1;

and an easy calculation yields (in all following products we assumealso 0 < a < p)
�1+�22p Y

(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1 Y

 (a)2R(�aq
0p � ��aq0p )

= Y
 (a)2R(�ap � ��ap ) Y

(a=p)=�1 (a)=2R0
(�ap � ��ap )�1

= Y
 (a)=2R[R0(�ap � ��ap )�1 Y

(a=p)=1(�ap � ��ap )
= Y

 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 Y
(a=p)=1(��ap � �ap)

= ��Pa ap � Y
 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 Y

(a=p)=1(1� �ap )
= Y

 (a)2R[R0(��ap � �ap)�1 � pp � "p;
where a in the sum is running over all quadratic residues modulo psatisfying 0 < a < p. If we recall that for any prime l congruent to 1modulo 4 pl = (l�1)=2Y

a=1 (��al � �al );
we �nally get �1+�22p = "p � �p(2):Now we prove the second assertion of the proposition, namely�1+�p2p = �2(p)"2. We have

�1+�p2p = Y
0<a<16pp-a�1(16)

(��a16p � �a16p) = ��s16p � Y
0<a<16pp-a�1(16)

(1� �a8p);
where s = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the pre-vious products. Again, it is easy to see that p j s and that s � p� 1(mod 16). Therefore
�1+�p2p = (��116 ��16)1�Frob(p;Q(�16))�1 =

8<: 1�p2 if p � 5 (mod 16);�1 +p2 if p � 13 (mod 16);
which is by the de�nition equal to �"2 in the former case and to "2in the latter one. The proposition is proved. �
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Now we present a relation between function � de�ned above andDirichlet characters.
Proposition 2.4. If p is a prime such that either p = 2 orp � 1 (mod 4) and m;n are integers satisfying m;n 6� 3 (mod 8),(m=p) = (n=p) = �1, then

�p(m) � �p(n) = ��p(mn):
Proof. The proposition is proved in Proposition 1.9 if p is anodd prime. If p = 2 then the assertion is trivial. �

In Chapter 1 it is shown how automorphisms from the Galoisgroup of the �eld extension Q(pp;pq;pr)=Q act on the unit �pqr inthe case when all primes are congruent to 1 modulo 4. Here we statethis result together with the case when one of them is equal to 2 andthe other are congruent to 1 modulo 4.
Proposition 2.5. Let p; q, and r are distinct primes eithercongruent to 1 modulo 4 or equal to 2. Then

�1+�ppqr = �1�Frob(p;Q(pq;pr))qr
Proof. The case when all primes are odd is proved in Proposition1.10. Now we can assume without loss of generality that p and q areodd primes congruent to 1 modulo 4, and r = 2. We have to provetwo equalities:
�1+�p2pq = �1�Frob(p;Q(p2;pq))2q and �1+�22pq = �1�Frob(2;Q(pp;pq))pq :
Let us prove the �rst equality:

�1+�p2pq = Y
0<a<16pqp-a�1(16)(a=q)=1

(��a16pq � �a16pq) = ��s16pq � Y
0<a<16pqp-a�1(16)(a=q)=1

(1� �a8pq);

where s = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the pre-vious products. By the suitable reorganization of the terms in thissum we can easily see that p j s, q j s, and that
s � (p� 1) � X

0<a<16qa�1(16)(a=q)=1
a (mod 16q):
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Now we can continue our computation of �1+�p2pq as follows:
�1+�p2pq = ��s=p16q �Ya (1� �a8q)1�Frob(p;Q(�16q))�1

= (��Pa a16q )1�Frob(p;Q(�16q))�1 �Ya (1� �a8q)1�Frob(p;Q(�16q))�1

=Y
a (��a16q � �a16q)1�Frob(p;Q(�16q))�1 = �1�Frob(p;Q(�16q))�1

2q
= �1�Frob(p;Q(p2;pq))2q ;

where the last equation holds because �2q 2 Q(p2;pq). All theproducts and the sum in the calculation above are taken over allpositive integers a < 16q satisfying a � 1 (mod 16), and (a=q) = 1.Now, let us consider the second equality (recall that by the con-vention introduced earlier we have  =  p and R = Rp). First, wewrite the unit �2pq in a modi�ed form:
�2pq = Y

0<a<16pqa�1(16)(a=p)=(a=q)=1
(��a16pq � �a16pq)

= (�1)(p�1)(q�1)=8 � Y
0<a<16pqa��1(16) (a)2R; (a=q)=1

(��a16pq � �a16pq)
= ��r16pq � Y

0<a<8pqa��1(8) (a)2R; (a=q)=1
(1� �a8pq);

where r = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the lastbut one product. It is easy to see that 16 j r, that
r � 2 X

0<a<pq (a)2R; (a=q)=1
a (mod p);

and that the same congruence holds also modulo q.Let t be an integer satisfying t � 1 (mod p), t � 1 (mod q),and t � 3 (mod 16), and � 2 Gal (Q(�16pq)=Q) be the automorphismdetermined by ��16pq = �t16pq. Then �2 is the restriction of � onto the�eld Q(p2;pp;pq).
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Hence we have�1+�22pq = (��r16pq)1+� � Y

0<a<8pqa��1(8) (a)2R; (a=q)=1
(1� �a8pq)1+� = ��r8pq � Y

0<a<8pq2-a; (a=q)=1 (a)2R
(1� �a8pq)

= ��r8pq � Y
0<a<pq (a)2R; (a=q)=1

(1� �apq)1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1

=  Y
0<a<pq (a)2R; (a=q)=1

��apq
!1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1� Y

0<a<pq (a)2R; (a=q)=1
(1� �apq)1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1

= Y
0<a<pq (a)2R; (a=q)=1

(�apq � ��apq )1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1 = �1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1pq :
Since �pq 2 Q(pp;pq), we have �1�Frob(2;Q(�pq))�1pq = �1�Frob(2;Q(pp;pq))pq .

�Now we have all information about units needed to prove thetheorem.
4. Proof of the theorem

Having all the necessary information about the units from the pre-vious section handy we can prove the theorem stated in the beginningof this paper. As we have already mentioned, the statement of thetheorem in the case when all primes p; q; r are odd (and congruentto 1 modulo 4), is proved in Chapter 1. Now we should consider thecase when exactly one of primes p; q; r is equal to 2 and the othersare congruent to 1 modulo 4.This proof uses the same auxiliary results as the one of the maintheorem of the Chapter 1. We outline the main ideas of the proofagain to allow standalone reading of this chapter. The reader is ad-vised to �ll in details using the previous chapter.As we have already mentioned at the end of the second section,now we shall discuss whether there exists a unit� = j"xpp "xqq "xrr �xpqpq �xprpr �xqrqr �xpqrpqr j 6= 1;which is a square in E. We have also proved that for � to be a squarein E, at least one of xpq, xpr, xqr, and xpqr should be nonzero, andthere should also exist a function g : f�p; �q; �rg ! Q(pp;pq;pr)satisfying �1�� = g(�)2 for any � 2 f�p; �q; �rg, and conditions(1a),(1b) of Proposition 1.3.For this discussion it is necessary to distinguish the following fourcases:
� (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = 1� (p=q) = (p=r) = 1; (q=r) = �1
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� (p=q) = 1; (p=r) = (q=r) = �1� (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = �1

In the �rst case we have by Proposition 2.5 �1+�ppqr = �1+�qpqr =�1+�rpqr = 1. Therefore we can put � = j�pqrj, satisfying conditionsof Proposition 1.6. Hence j�pqrj is the required square in E and theclass number of the �eld Q(pp;pq;pr) is an even number. Moreover,this special form of the unit � implies the remaining assertion of thetheorem in this case. For the details see page 15.In the second case, (p=q) = (p=r) = 1; (q=r) = �1, there is alwaysa unit of the required type, which is a square in E. If �p(q) = �q(p) or�p(r) = �r(p), then it is easy to see by Proposition 1.11 that the re-quired unit � exists already in the corresponding biquadratic sub�eldof Q(pp;pq;pr). Otherwise, it can be easily shown using Proposi-tion 1.3 that � = j"xp"xq"xr�pq�pr�pqrj, where (�1)x = �p(q)�p(r), is asquare in E. Therefore the class number h is even in this case too.Let us now consider the third case, (p=q) = 1; (p=r) = (q=r) =�1. By the exactly same process (now we, of course, allow some ofthe primes is equal to 2) as on the page 17 in Chapter 1 we deducethat the parity of the class number of Q(pp;pq;pr) is the same asthe parity of the class number of the �eld Q(pp;pq).The last case (p=q) = (p=r) = (q=r) = �1 is the most di�cultone. Using again the exactly same reasoning (but using extendedunderlying results) as on the page 17 in Chapter 1 we can verify thatthe necessary and su�cient condition for h to be and even number is�p(qr) � �q(pr) � �r(pq) = �1



CHAPTER 3
Class Number Parity of a Compositum of Five

Quadratic Fields

1. Introduction

Here we formulate the main result of this paper:
Theorem 3. Let p; q; r; s; t be di�erent primes either equal to2 or congruent to 1 modulo 4. Then the class number of the �eld

Q(pp;pq;pr;ps;pt) is an even number.
Remark. In the following whenever we talk about primes withoutfurther speci�cation we will implicitly assume that p = 2 or p � 1(mod 4).
1.1. Notation. In this section we introduce the notation we shalluse throughout this paper.
S : : : a �nite nonempty set of distinct positive primes notcongruent to 3 modulo 4nS = Ql2S l; mS = Ql2Smflg, where mf2g = 8;mflg = l forl 6= 2(p=q) : : : the Kronecker symbol�p (p an odd prime, resp. p = 2): : : Dirichlet character oforder 4 mod p (resp. mod 16)KS = Q(pp ; p 2 S)
QS = Q(�mS), where �n = e2�i=n; �n = e�i=n�l : : : the unique automorphism for l 2 S determined by therelation Gal �KS=KSnflg� = f1; �lgFrob(l;K) : : : the Frobenius automorphism of prime l on a�eld KES : : : the group of units in KSCS : : : the group generated by �1 and all conjugates of "nT ;where T � S, and

"nT =
8>><>>:
1 if T = ;;1plNQT =KT (1� �mT ) if T = flg;NQT =KT (1� �mT ) if #T > 1

30
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1.2. The index of C. In the paper [6] Ku�cera proves the follow-ing result:
Proposition 3.1. f�1g [ f"nT ; ; 6= T � Sg form a basis of CS,moreover [ES : CS] = 22s�s�1 � hS;where hS is the class number of KS and s = #S.
The index of CS plays the key role in our considerations. In thepaper [5] and Section 2 of Chapter 1 it has been proved that "pq, and"pqr are squares in ES. We will need a similar result for "pqrs, and"pqrst but we will be able to prove even more general statement. First,we formulate an auxiliary de�nition:
Definition. For any prime l congruent to 1 modulo 4 let bl; clbe such integers that l � 1 = 2blcl, where 2 - cl, and bl � 2. For thisprime l �x a Dirichlet character modulo l of order 2bl , and denote itby  l. Let

Rl = n�jl ��� 0 � j < 2bl�2o; and R0l = �2bl �Rl
where �l = e4�icl=(l�1) (= �2bl�1) is a primitive 2bl�1th root of unity.

Remark. It is easy to see that #Rl = #R0l = (l� 1)=4cl.
Now we can state and proof the promised result.
Proposition 3.2. If #S > 1 then "nS is a square in KS.
Proof. Consider sets P;Ml de�ned by

P = n a 2 Z
��� 0 < a < mS; (a=l) = 1 for any l 2 So;

and
Ml = P \ n a 2 Z

��� 0 < a < mS;  l(a) 2 Rl o for any odd l 2 S:
For any a 2 P and any odd l 2 S we have either a 2Ml or mS � a 2Ml. Therefore"nS = Y

a2P(1� �amS) = Y
a2Ml

(1� �amS)(1� ��amS)
= Y

a2Ml
(1� �2amS)(1� ��2amS ) = Y

a2Ml
(��amS � �amS)(�amS � ��amS):

Since 2 j #Ml, we can write "nS = �2nS , where�nS = Y
a2Ml

(�amS � ��amS):
Now we have to show that �nS 2 KS. We will distinguish two cases| either 2 =2 S or 2 2 S: In the �rst case, let � be an element of the
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Galois group Gal �QS=KS�. Then there exists an odd integer k suchthat �(�mS) = �kmS . We have (k=l) = 1 for any l 2 S, and

��nS = Y
a2Ml

(�akmS � ��akmS ) = �nS � (�1)#f a2Ml j l(ak)=2Rl g;
and since for any d 2Ml the number of elements a of the setMl, suchthat  l(a) =  l(d), is equal to clQt2Snflg(t � 1)=2 which is an eveninteger, we have ��nS = �nS , i.e. �nS 2 KS.Let now 2 2 S. First, write "nS in a slightly modi�ed way:

"nS = Y
a2P(1� �amS) = �P amS � Ya2P(��amS � �amS)

where the sum is taken over a 2 P . This sum is easily seen to bedivisible by mS, therefore"nS = � Y
0<a<2mSa��1 (16)8t2S:(a=t)=1

(��amS � �amS) = � Y
0<a<2mSa�1 (16)8t2S:(a=t)=1

(��amS � �amS)2:
Let us now de�ne nS by

nS = Y
0<a<2mSa�1 (16)8t2S:(a=t)=1

(��amS � �amS):
Then "mS = �2nS . We prove nS 2 KS. Let us take any � 2Gal (Q(�mS)=KS). Then there is t 2 Z satisfying (t=l) = 1 for eachl 2 S such that ��mS = �tmS . Hence t � �1 (mod 8). We will showthat �nS = nS . This fact is easy to see in the case t � 1 (mod 16).If t � 9 (mod 16), then t0 = t+mS � 1 (mod 16), �t0mS = ��tmS , and
�nS =Y

a (��atmS � �atmS) = (�1)Ql2Snf2g(l�1)=2Ya (��at0mS � �at0mS) = nS :
In the remaining case t � �1 (mod 8) let t0 = �t. Then t0 � 1(mod 8) and the same equation as above yields again �nS = nS ,therefore indeed nS 2 KS. Moreover, as "nS is a positive real number(it is a norm from an imaginary abelian �eld to a real one), we have"nS = +2nS .Finally, we have also "nS = �2nS , therefore �nS = �nS whichimplies �nS 2 KS too. �

For later reference we state the de�nition of � once again:
Definition. For any T � S; #T > 1 we de�ne

�nT = Y
a2Ml

(�amT � ��amT );
where Ml is de�ned as in the beginning of the proof of Proposition3.2.
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Remark. Although �nT is de�ned in the way depending on thechoice of l 2 T and on the particular selection of the character  l itis easy to see that these choices can inuence only the sign of �nT .As we are not interested in this sign we do not need to specify thechoice of l and  l precisely.Putting last result together with Proposition 3.1 we obtain thefollowing assertion:
Proposition 3.3. LetC 0S = hf�1g [ f"T ; T � S;#T = 1g [ f�T ; T � S;#T > 1gi :Then [ES : C 0S] = hS:As an easy consequence of this proposition we get the following
Corollary. hS is even if and only if C 0S \ (E2S n C 02S ) 6= ;.
Thus there is a square in Q which is not a square in C 0S if and onlyif the class number hS of KS is even. The conditions for the existenceof such a unit were succesfully found for the �elds KS, where the setS has up to 3 elements (see Chapters 1 and 2).In the Theorems 1 and 2 it has been shown that whenever thereare such primes p; q; r where at least 2 of the Kronecker symbols(p=q); (p=r); (q=r) are equal to 1 then the class number of the �eld

Q(pp;pq;pr) is even. The exact statement of those theorems canbe found on pages 7 and 20.
2. Possible cases

First, let us state an easy consequence of class �eld theory (cf.e.g. Theorem 10.1 in [7]):
Lemma 3.4. Let S; T be sets of primes as above, and S � T . Ifthe class number of KS is even then also the class number of KTis an even number.
From the previous lemma it follows that we can limit ourselvesonly to those cases where the class number of any sub�eld KJ , J � Sis an odd number. The following lemma easily follows from Theorem2 and Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. If the class number of Q(pp;pq;pr;ps;pt) isodd then the following must be satis�ed: There exist four distinctprimes p1; p2; p3; p4 from the set fp; q; r; s; tg such that either� for any distinct i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g; (pi=pj) = �1, or� exactly one pair i0; j0 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g of distinct indices sat-is�es (pi=pj) = 1; for the other pairs of indices i; j thevalue of Kronecker symbol (pi=pj) should be equal to -1.
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Proof. Assume that for any four distinct primes p1; p2; p3; p4from the set fp; q; r; s; tg there are at least two pairs of indices yield-ing quadratic residues. It can be easily seen that there must bethree primes q1; q2; q3 from the set fp; q; r; s; tg such that (q1=q2) =(q1=q3) = 1. By Theorem 2 it means that the class number of the�eld Q(pq1;pq2;pq3) is even and by Lemma 3.4 we get a contradic-tion. �

According to Lemma 3.5 and thanks to the symmetry we cannow investigate the class number of Q(pp;pq;pr;ps) only in thefollowing cases:(1) all pairs are mutual non-residues.(2) (p=q) = 1, all the other pairs form quadratic non-residuesWe will be able to prove that in both cases there is an additionalsquare in the subgroup C 0S and therefore (thanks to Corollary follow-ing Proposition 3.3) the class number of the �eld Q(pp;pq;pr;ps)and thus also the class number of the original �eld is an even number.
2.1. Search for an additional square. In the following para-graphs we will consider the two cases individually to prove that ineach of them we can �nd a unit of the form

� = Y
k2S "xfkgk � YJ�S#J�2

�xJnJ
which is a square in E. We will need Proposition 1.6 of Chapter 1which provides us with the necessary tools. Recall that the �eld KS isabelian and that its Galois group can be viewed as a (multiplicative)vector space over F2 with basis f�l j l 2 Sg.From this proposition it is evident that it will be necessary to knowthe action of homomorphisms �l on the generators of CS, and C 0S. Asthis task was already considered in [5] and the previous chapters, wewill only cite those results here:

Proposition 3.6. Let T � S be arbitrary (nonempty), andl 2 T , then
("nT )1+�l =

8>>><>>>:
�1 if T = flg;(l=k) � "1�Frob(l;Kfkg)k if T = fl; kg; l 6= k;"1�Frob(l;KTnflg)nTnflg if #T > 2:

Let us now de�ne an auxiliary function � using notation intro-duced in the previous section. We de�ne
�l(s) =(�1)#

n 0<a<l j l(as)2Rl;  l(a)2R0lo
� (�1)#n 0<a�(l�1)=2 j l(a)=2Rl[R0lo
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for any prime l � 1 (mod 4) and any integer s, which is a nonresiduemodulo l. We also de�ne the function � in the case l = 2 and s � 5(mod 8) by the formula

�2(s) =
8<:�1 if s � 5 (mod 16);1 if s � 13 (mod 16):

We need the following statement for the calculations in the nextsection:
Lemma 3.7. If p is a prime such that either p = 2 or p �1 (mod 4) and m;n are integers satisfying m;n 6� 3 (mod 8),(m=p) = (n=p) = �1, then

�p(m) � �p(n) = ��p(mn):
Proof. This is Proposition 1.9. �

The next proposition is in fact a stronger variant of Proposition3.6.
Proposition 3.8. Let T � S be arbitrary, #T > 1, and l 2 T .Then

�1+�lnT =
8>>><>>>:
�k(l) if T = fk; lg; (k=l) = 1�k(l)"k if T = fk; lg; (k=l) = �1
�1�Frob(l;KTnflg)nTnflg if #T > 2:

Proof. For the proofs of the �rst two assertions see [5], andProposition 2.3. We now present a proof of the third case whichis in fact an easy modi�cation of the proof of the same statement forthe case #T = 3 in Proposition 1.10.Let q 2 T; q 6= l odd, and put  =  q; R = Rq. Then
�1+�lnT = Y

0<a<mT (a)2R; l-a8t6=l:(a=t)=1
(�amT � ��amT ) = �smT

Y
0<a<mT (a)2R; l-a8t6=l:(a=t)=1

(1� ��amT );

where s = Pa a with a running through the same set as in the previ-ous products. It is easy to see that mflg j s, and that
s � '(mflg) X

0<a<mTnflg (a)2R;8t6=l:(a=t)=1
a (mod mTnflg);

where ' is the usual Euler function.Hence (a in the following products runs through the same set asin the previous sum)
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�1+�lnT = �Y
a �mflgamT

�1�Frob�l;Q(�mTnflg )��1Y
a (1� ��amTnflg)1�Frob

�l;Q(�mTnflg )��1

=Y
a
��mflgamT � ��mflgamT

�1�Frob�l;Q(�mTnflg )��1
= �1�Frob(l;KTnflg)�1nTnflg

since �nTnflg 2 KTnflg. �

Having the relations from the last section handy, we can try to�nd units satisfying Proposition 1.6.
2.2. All pairs non-residues. At �rst, we will calculate �1+�ppqrs .�1+�ppqrs = �1��q�r�sqrs = �1��qqrs � ��1��rqrs ��q � ��1��sqrs ��q�r

= �2qrs � (��r(s)�s(r)"�1s "�1r )
� ��2qrs � (��q(s)�s(q)"�1q "�1s )��q
� ��2qrs � (��q(r)�r(q)"�1q "�1r )��q�r
= ��2qrs�1+�q+�q�r � (��r(s)�s(r)"�1s "�1r )
� (�q(s)�s(q)"q"�1s )� (��q(r)�r(q)"q"r)= ��2qrs � �r(qs)�s(rq)�q(rs):As we suppose that the class number of the �eld Q(pq;pr;ps) isan odd number (which is by Theorem 2 equivalent to the condition�q(rs)�r(qs)�s(qr) = 1), we �nally have�1+�ppqrs = ��2qrs:Now, if we put g(�p) = �pqrs��1qrs"pg(�q) = �pqrs��1prs"qg(�r) = �pqrs��1pqs"rg(�s) = �pqrs��1pqr"s;we can see that the unit � = j"p"q"r"s�pqrsj is the required additionalsquare in E by veri�cation of conditions (1a) and (1b) of Proposition1.6. Thanks to the perfect symmetry we can always verify only oneinstance of these conditions:g(�p)1+�p = �1+�ppqrs � ���p�1qrs � (�1) = �2qrs � ��2qrs = 1

g(�p)1��q = �p(rs)�r(ps)�s(pr) � ��2prs��2qrs"r"s � (��r(s)�s(r)) � �2pqrsg(�q)1��p = �q(rs)�r(qs)�s(qr) � ��2prs��2qrs"r"s � (��r(s)�s(r)) � �2pqrs;
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which implies g(�p)1��q = g(�q)1��p, using the assumption about theclass number of the octic sub�elds Q(pp;pr;ps), and Q(pq;pr;ps),and the derived equality �p(rs)�r(ps)�s(pr) = �q(rs)�r(qs)�s(qr) =1.

2.3. One residual pair. Let us suppose that (p=q) = 1 andall other pairs form non-residues. Further, from the condition that
Q(pp;pq), Q(pp;pr;ps), and Q(pq;pr;ps) have all an odd classnumber we may use the following relations in our reasoning:� �p(q) � �q(p) = �1� �p(rs)�r(ps)�s(pr) = 1� �q(rs)�r(qs)�s(qr) = 1

Lemma 3.9. �p(rs)�q(rs)�r(pq)�s(pq) = 1:
Proof. �p(rs)�q(rs)�r(pq)�s(pq) is by the assumptions madeabove equal to ��p(rs)�r(ps)�s(pr)���q(rs)�r(qs)�s(qr)� = 1; us-ing the evident equalities �r(pq) = ��r(ps)�r(qs) and �s(pq) =��s(pr)�s(qr). �

Let us now calculate �1+�ppqrs ; �1+�rpqrs (the other norms we can get bythe symmetry):
�1+�ppqrs = �1��r�sqrs = �1��rqrs � ��1��sqrs ��r

= �2qrs � (��q(s)�s(q)"�1q "�1s ) � ���2qrs � �q(r)�r(q)"�1q "�1r ��r
= "2q"2s � (��q(s)�s(q)"�1q "�1s ) � (�q(r)�r(q)"�1q "r)= ��q(r)�r(q)�q(s)�s(q)"r"sBy a similar calculation we get

�1+�rpqrs = �1��p�q�spqs = �1��ppqs � ��1��qpqs ��p � ��1��spqs ��p�q
= (�q(s)"q��2qs �2pqs) � (�p(s)"p��2ps �2pqs)�p � (�p(q)�q(p)�2pqs)�p�q= ��q(s)�p(s)�p(q)�q(p)"p"q"2s��2ps ��2qs �2pqs= �q(s)�p(s)"p"q"2s��2ps ��2qs �2pqs;where the last equation follows from the condition �p(q)�q(p) = �1.Put now �1 = ��1pr ��1ps ��1qr ��1qs �pqrs. We get

�1��p1 = �q(rs)�r(pq)�s(pq)��2pr ��2ps �2pqrs = �p(rs)��2pr ��2ps �2pqrsand �1��r1 = �p(rs)�q(rs)"�2s ��2pr �2ps��2qr �2qs��2pqs�2pqrs(the equations for �1��q and �1��s we get by the symmetry).Let xp = �p(rs); xq = �q(rs); xr = xs = �p(rs)�q(rs); and
�l =

8<:1 if xl = 1"l if xl = �1
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for any l 2 fp; q; r; sg. Further, let� = �1 Y

l2fp;q;r;sg �l;and g(�p) = �p��1pr ��1ps �pqrsg(�r) = �r"�1s ��1pr �ps��1qr �qs��1pqs�pqrsand symmetrically for g(�q); g(�s): Then �1��l = g(�l)2 for any primel 2 fp; q; r; sg.We will now verify conditions (1a), (1b) for the pairs (p; q); (p; r);and (r; s), which is su�cient thanks to the symmetry. We haveg(�p)1+�p = �1+�pp �q(rs)�r(pq)�s(pq) = 1g(�r)1+�p = �1+�rr �p(rs)�q(rs) = 1
since xl = �1+�ll for any l 2 fp; q; r; sg.g(�p)1��q = ��p(r)�p(s)�r(p)�s(p) � "�1r "�1s �2pqrsg(�q)1��p = ��q(r)�q(s)�r(q)�s(q) � "�1r "�1s �2pqrsand as we can get using the above lemmas �p(r)�p(s)�r(p)�s(p) ��q(r)�q(s)�r(q)�s(q) = �p(rs)�q(rs)�r(pq)�s(pq) = 1; it followsthat g(�p)1��q = g(�q)1��p.For the second condition we have to compareg(�p)1��r = ��p(rs)�q(s) � "�1q "�2s ��2pr �2ps�2qs��2pqs�2pqrsg(�r)1��p = ��r(pq)�s(pq)�q(r) � "�1q "�2s ��2pr �2ps�2qs��2pqs�2pqrswhich yields similarly as above that g(�p)1��r = g(�r)1��p.Finally, we have g(�r)1��s = �p(r)�p(s)�q(r)�q(s) � "�2p "�2q "�2r "�2s ��2pr�2ps�2qr�2qs��2pqr��2pqs�2pqrs = g(�s)1��r hence the conditions hold triv-ially true.Thus we have shown that � meets conditions (1a), (1b) of Propo-sition 1.6 and therefore there exists a unit �1 2 E which is the addi-tional required square.Altogether we get Theorem 3 proved.



CHAPTER 4
Some related questions in this area

1. A compositum of four quadratic fields

As it can be easily seen we are not able to prove results simi-lar to Theorem 3 in case of a compositum of four quadratic �elds
Q(pp;pq;pr;ps) only using the results presented in the previouschapters. In this case even if we restrict ourselves only to the caseswhich can potentially yield an odd class number using results of Chap-ters 1 and 2 there still remains one unsolved case:� (p=q) = (r=s) = 1, the remaining pairs forming quadraticnon-residues,where the primes p; q; r; and s satisfy (besides the usual conditionp; q; r; s � 1 (mod 4) or one of them equal to 2) according to Propo-sition 1.11 the conditions:�p(q) � �q(p) = �r(s) � �s(r) = �1:In Section 4 of Chapter 1 we have proved there there is no ap-propriate nonsquare circular unit which is a square in ET for anythree-element subset T of the set S = fp; q; r; sg. In the case offour-element set S we were not able to prove either existence ornon-existence of such unit in general. We were able to prove theexistence of such unit only in the case�p(rs) � �q(rs) � �r(pq) � �s(pq) = 1:Therefore we cannot provide complete classi�cation of the �elds
Q(pp;pq;pr;ps) with an even class number (although our numer-ical computations shown in the table below suggest that the classnumber of KS is probably even already in the case of four-elementset S, i.e. that an equivalent of Theorem 3 could hold true even forthe �elds Q(pp;pq;pr;ps) 1).

p q r s h(Q(ppq;pr;ps))5 41 53 97 725 41 97 193 1205 41 137 193 85 61 157 173 8
1We know from the class �eld theory that if the class number of Q(ppq;

p
r;
p
s)

is divisible by 4 then the class number of Q(pp;
p
q;
p
r;
p
s) is an even number.39
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p q r s h(Q(ppq;pr;ps))5 149 157 197 5613 17 37 41 813 17 37 73 813 17 97 193 4013 17 109 193 813 29 37 73 813 29 37 137 16813 29 41 73 2413 29 73 97 813 29 97 193 4013 113 137 197 7217 101 109 173 2417 101 113 173 829 53 157 193 12029 149 157 193 12037 41 89 109 2437 41 97 109 2437 41 97 193 12037 53 109 193 841 113 137 193 841 113 181 193 2461 97 157 173 873 149 157 197 8113 173 181 193 8
Table 1: List of all 4-tuples of primes upto 200, con-gruent to 1 modulo 4, satisfying (p=q) = (r=s) = 1,�p(q) � �q(p) = �r(s) � �s(r) = �1, and �p(rs) � �q(rs) ��r(pq) � �s(pq) = �1

2. Power of 2 dividing a class number

Numerical results which we have obtained during the work onthis paper suggest that in some cases (where we were able to provethat the class number is an even number) the class number is in factdivisible by rather high power of 2.Probably we could study the group of circular units more deeplyto get more exact result about the divisibility of the class number bythe power of 2.
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3. What about primes congruent to 3 modulo 4?

After reading this paper a natural question can arise: whethersimilar results can be proved in the case where some of the primesare not congruent to 1 modulo 4. As we were motivated by the workof R. Ku�cera in [5] and [6] where the theory was built for the case ofprimes congruent to 1 modulo 4 we also restricted ourselves to thiscase.In the case where some of the primes are congruent to 3 modulo4 the theory should be appropriately modi�ed and probably someresults about the class number could be obtained by studying thegroup of circular units although it will not be su�cient to work inreal extensions of Q any more and many of the underlying results willneed non-apparent replacements.
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